
SURVEY 

In the sequence we outline the survey outcome. The survey was done between April 
and July in 2021. This is a small selection of questions and answers from the whole 
survey. Whole survey can be send upon request. 

Respondents were from diverse areas of the art and cultural field ( visual artists, 
performing artists, producers, teachers, curators, coordinators etc.) 

Before Covid around 33% of the participants of the survey were not able to pay basic 
living expenses.  

Half of the participants stated that they have a second job.  

After the graphics, you can find the section where the participants answer the open 
question: “Should a system similar to TOZO be created to complete a monthly 
minimum income for freelancers working in the artistic or cultural field? And why?” 

Guidelines for Flexicurity for Artists in The Netherlands: 

We have looked in existing flexsecurity programs existing in Belgium, France, 
temporarily in The Netherlands, and in Sweden. A final proposal of the system would 
take a deeper research and discussion with other partners.  

For instance, Intermittent du spectacle is extremely bureaucratic: the artist needs to 
prove a certain amount of working hours, age, number and dates of invoices are of 
influence to be eligible. According to Pôle Emploi this  excludes 62% of freelancers.  

Our appeal is  for a continuous support program for freelancer working in the artistic 
and cultural areas in the Netherlands, furthering principles of social justice and real 
sustainability.  

- Including non-EU artists 

- Including students who recently graduated. 

- This calculation of support is made each 3 months  

- Amount follows the official  Netherlands Minimum Income 

- The income of partner is of no influence in the support 

- A maximum of assets can be checked to be entitled  
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We have asked “If you work non-paid hours in the art or cultural field, could 
you list those activities?” We got 96 responses. Below you can find the list of 
activities as they were written. We chose to put them as one text, with a 
period mark separating the answer of one person to another:   
     
Writing applications/ organisinng/ management. Administration, emails, talks for 
potential work, research days. Networking, applications, training, brainstorming 
sessions. Extra projects, personal movement research, training, extra brainstorming 
and planning, all the “office work” for my self-company. Administration, publicity, 
meetings, planning. Preparation and research. Research, dance/body practices and 
training, applications, creation. Working for the scene, advice, networking, 
researching/making/selling/producing my work. Organising art residencies, being part 
of a performance collective, running a reading group, etc. Organisation of the paid 
work. Mostly behind the computer. But also all the extra hours I put into my own 
projects that fall outside of the budget. Network meetings, artistic research, writing 
proposals, writing subsidy applications, communication about pr & marketing, giving 
interviews, writing text about the work, meetings with coaches related to the talent 
trajectory etc. Writing subsidies applications, meetings, promotion & network, general 
emails, preparation for a project (production meetings, auditions, writing a concept, 
preparing rehearsals, marketing -text, teaser, photos, archive etc), studying, training. 
Project based, around 2-3 bigger theater projects a year. Around 3-4 smaller projects 
a year. Advising. Advice, checking texts, productional help, overall availability. 
Organization of my own company, work for others. Research, training, mentoring, 
writing applications, fantasizing, creating concepts/ideas....preparations, internal 
research, organisation and management. Meeting, organisation for the project space 
and research for my own work, material for new production. Non paid meetings and 
administrative work. Subsidy applications, production, performance applications, 
networking. Making videos, applying for auditions/subsidies, producing and creating, 
training. Training, creating my own work. Preparing for auditions, searching auditions, 
networking, advertisement work, artistic research, training, seeing performances, 
traveling, writing applications, doing workshops, teaching, rehearsing, searching for 
funding, figuring out about funding, discussing contracts, giving feedback, etc. 
Choreographing, training, dancing, applying for subsidies. Doing administrative work 
for my company, training for better performance in the creation process and staying in 
shape in between the projects, doing social media promotion for companies or a 
project, making photos and videos. All kinds of meetings, communication with 
collaborators. Voluntary work/board meetings/meetings with fellow freelancers to 
think along about their career. Admin, communication, networking, planning, 
preparation, training. My work for an organisation that lobbies for better work 
circumstances. Writing applications, traveling for work/residency, researching, 
archiving, managing online presentations. Training, research, networking, planning. 
Physical research in the studio, administrative work - such as answering emails, 
writing about my work, promotion, application writing, researching other artists, 
reading, writing, keeping my physical training, working in a collective with other 
artists, working in un-supported projects.... Spending time in a studio practicing 
dance, preparing for dance workshops, self promotion, writing applications for grants 
and residencies, practicing to keep my body in shape for shows...Artistic research, 
developing my own brand (page on social networks, PR, dance videos for auditions, 
etc), networking and scouting for residences/auditions, visiting friend's rehearsals for 
feedback, rehearsing. Design and marketing. research/study activities, funding 
application, personal trainings, administration, networking, etc. experimenting with 
performing, filming, editing, researching, material studies, making sounds. 
Conversations with artists, research, exhibition visits, writing, starting my own project 
space, working on my website, visiting lectures. Organizing, writing, communication, 
network. teaching mostly. production work, administration, applications. Schedule, 
production, promotion, preparations, writing for funding, talks with programmers. 



writing applications for residencies, festivals and funds, body training, composing, 
reading/researching, concept development of a project. The whole production of a 
performance, team planning, budgeting, selling work, sometimes rehearsals. I'm not 
sure, but I do note them down as working hours. Writing, productional planning, 
rehearsing sometimes even performing. Administrative, teaching. Acquisition, 
preparation, research, physical training, education. Making of new artworks. Creating 
paintings, drawings, installations, photography. voluntary work in the arts world. 
planning and production, application writing, rehearsing, performing, advising, 
travelling. on my own work, producing, researching, speaking with curators (who has 
paid hours for that).Buiging up my own business and related projects/works to create 
a network. Research for an art project. Writing funding applications. Preparing 
rehearsals. Rehearsing. Doing organisational and administrative work. Creating my 
own performances, research, networking, grant writing, advising others, watching the 
performances of others, administration work. Applications, marketing, web design, 
production, research, skill development, bureaucracy. preparing guided art tours & 
arttalks, preparing exhibitions, preparing my own artworks. Practicing, creating, 
thinking, composing. Solo projects. Admin, rehearsals. Practising my instrument, 
practising with a band, emailing venues, traveling to gigs, composing new music. label 
management, music production, help to upcoming artists. tutoring, rehearsing, 
learning. cultural worker, media researcher. research, scheduling, editing for myself. 
Think about the creation, writing. invoices, training stretching. Research, music 
composition, visual art creation, education. Creating and rehearsing my own work. 
Writing applications. Advising friends choreographers. planning, writing applications, 
preparing creations, preparing classes. Learning text, preparing for performances, 
calling for production stuff like making agendas work, auditions, preparing auditions, 
castings, short unpaid films, investing in networking, seeing performances, meeting 
with colleagues.Creating visual art + looking for opportunity. Volunteering, 
networking, visits, emailing, training. Working on publications without the support of a 
publisher. Research, physical training, networking, creating. All admin for my own 
business, Advising peers and colleagues, attending emails from producers, festivals 
etc. writing applications. List is endless. research and experimentation at my own 
laboratory / atelier. administration, audition, traveling, meetings, workshops to get 
invited to audition, social media, looking for applications, training, etc.These hours are 
an investment to professionalise my practice as a theatre maker: networking, reading, 
going to performances, dance training, following a study. And administration. Self 
training. Own art research project. Social media outreach, organization, 
administration, networking. Research, administration, logistics, preparation, own 
physical practice to stay in shape, promotion, outreach. Class Preparation Teaching, 
Artistic Planning De Studio Rotterdam (meetings, emails, video editing), Creation and 
Research projects unfunded. planning/scheduling, strategy forming, training, meetings 
with colleagues, emailing, social media promotion. research, application writing, 
meetings, scheduling and production.Applications, rehearsing on my own projects, 
website, publicity, meetings.art 
  
   

Below a selection of the answers to the question: “Has TOZO had an impact 
on your living and art or cultural practice? Could you specify?”  

Yes. Because I was assured of an income for a longer period of time, I had the time to 
actually focus on being an artist rather than focussing on getting all the work I could 
possibly get (both within and outside my cultural practice). Together with colleagues 
we set up a collective where we train and create dance works, whenever possible we 



managed to create small cultural events, and plan to do so more in the future. Also, I 
had time to think about and understand my own practice and what I want for the 
future, rather than just trying to survive. 

Psychological effects produced by the feelings of financial stability and certainty are 
immeasurable. 
Yes, I was able to keep my focus on my practises within the cultural field, while not 
having any income 

Yes without TOZO, I wouldn't have been able to pay all my basic expenses for the last 
year.. It has made it possible for me to continue working on my art practices, even 
when I couldn't support my own income through performance gigs. 

I received TOZO1, 2 and a part of 3. It helped me pay my house rent and studio rent 
and food expenses, and I appreciated it a lot when I received it, but also it took me 
quite some time to calculate the amount to pay back and to communicate with 
gemeente about the repayment. Since I had some income during the time I received 
TOZO, I had many back-and-forth communication with them, a few times of 
repayment and receiving the money again. In the end I believe I paid back more than 
I had to pay back, but I was too tired to communicate further, so I gave up. I am 
happy I am not receiving it anymore, so I do not have to work on the administration 
and communication with them. 

It made possible to continue in the field 

Yes, it allowed me the opportunity to reject or decline jobs that didn't fit with my 
qualities as an artist so I could focus more attention to what matters to me as an 
artist, thus developing myself more in what I deem important. Tozo grants me the 
basic safety of covering my living costs and a small amount of the costs I am 
spending on my business. It also makes me feel like I have a justification to be the 
performer of my job, a way of being acknowledged, as a real figure within the market. 
It, to my sadness, proves to me that I am still a worker in the end, even though the 
market, so often, does not suggest to me the feeling of this being my reality. A reality 
I have worked in for the last 10 years, hard working, intensively and committed. 

Yes, positive - served a basic income 
It has freed up space to consider the graphic design assignments that I find actually 
important, so that I could drop the rest. 
It also gave me time to rest and go back into my creative pursuit with new energy. 

Yes! I did not have to depend on working (paid) hours in order to pay minimum living 
costs 
Yes, it has made a great difference not to feel unsure if I can pay rent, buy food and 
cover my basic expenses next month. It has given me time and space to spend on 
making art and work in my company that I would have had to cover somewhere else. 
It also has made me feel valued as a human being and an artist. 

no, I managed to have enough income without needing tozo 

Yes, it tamed anxiety and stress, I could more clearly focus on my work. I could also 
get materials that I for some time needed in order to higher the quality of my work. 



“ Do you believe a system similar to TOZO should be created to complete a 
monthly minimum income for freelancers working in the artistic or cultural 
field? Why? “ The big majority states yes in the answer to this question. We 
have selected some of the answers from 101 responses.  

Yes absolutely. I had these discussions with many fellow art workers and it is 
incredible how much our life has increased. At the same time the stress levels of 
surviving are lower and the precarity is much limited. I think it's of great importance 
to be able to rely on an economical model that considers different temporalities and 
ways of (cultural) production. 

Yes definitely. I see myself and many of my colleagues struggling and being on the 
edge of a burnout in order to earn some recognition and be paid for the work we do. I 
see a huge amount of frustration among artists who are so immensely dependent on 
production houses and funds that they accept all kinds of deals just to be able to keep 
doing their job, while in the meantime having to survive on often not even €900 per 
month. This is shocking to me for a country such as the Netherlands, which portraits 
herself as a progressive, inclusive and forward looking land. 

I am 71 and still working in the cultural sector. I did not need Tozo because I have 
AOW and Retirement-income. I am now working freelance and have enough work. I 
Do believe a support system like Tozo must be created: I know many very talented 
and hardworking younger artists, who live on a minimum and have to take other jobs 
to survive. This is a waste of talent and a disgrace for a so-called 'rich' country. It is 
not 'rich' to cut back on the arts as has happened in recent years. We need to hear 
the voices, and see the work of artists, because their work is so neccesary and 
important as a healing and informative counterbalance for increasing racial and 
gender discrimination and violence. Art is most important in a society which seems to 
be based mostly on money and suppression. This is not an 'over the top' statement, 
on the contrary: a society that closes down space for artists to speak out is 
conservative and useless in this time where we need to be fed and learn much more 
about issues of inclusivity, equality, freedom of mind, especially as we see our society 
change. I have traveled much and worked and studied in other parts of the world. I 
have learned much from that and it inspired me for my work here.The big business 
world is thriving on globalisation, but the social/cultural interchange and impact of/on 
art is hardly recognised, let alone supported!!! 

I would be in favor for a 'basic income' for everybody who needs it. 

Yes definitely this would allow a stability for artists and avoid unpaid job and hours in 
the future 

I don’t know if to complete a monthly minimum but to maybe ensure a living in the 
off-work months. The problem is the fact that the work that is done behind the scenes 
(such as applying for subsidies or filming new videos) is not considered part of the 
work and so there is no way to be paid for the moments spent on that work. 

Yes. Besides reasons such as more stability and less poverty amongst artists, I believe 
that the freedom of a monthly minimum income will directly improve the quality of the 
art scene. There will be more time to reflect, to think about future plans, more time to 
innovate and take the scene in the direction we want it to go. From what I 
experienced now, all my colleagues have worked more as a dancer during tozo than 
before, simply because they did not waste their time on side-jobs. What I want to say 
is, that the money did not give them a reason to just sit at home and enjoy some free 



money (which I can imagine is a fear). The opposite, they used every bit of their free 
time to work on improving their art and artistic career. 

Yes, and this system is called Universal basic income! We all have the right to live, but 
we barely can survive without help from the government. Cultural sector brings peace, 
happiness and entertainment to citizens, but artists should get help in that too. 

It is a good idea. It would enable us artists to spend more time on developing 
profound work instead of doing projects for the sake of financial survival. 

Working in the cultural sector of dance and performance is a very unstable job. 
Sometimes there are projects and performing or teaching gigs but there are moments 
when nothing is happening and there is no income for several months. Even when I 
run my projects to the fullest it is poorly paid compared to other businesses. I think 
that a system such as TOZO would be helpful for people in the cultural/artistic field in 
the moments when there are no projects or when the time is invested in applying for 
grants. That time is not paid and the outcome of application is always uncertain. 
Unfortunately that's the way most of the artists live. If there would be a regular 
minimum income secured for freelance artists on a monthly basis that would be of a 
great relief. 

Yes, it would help us a lot 

Yes I do because sometimes the income I make is unpredictable. 

Definitely yes. Freelancers go through a high level of stress due to not having any 
financial stability. The system of being paid per project creates a desperate situation 
for artists that often surrender to having side jobs at horeca, caretaking and other 
sorts. This creates a routine of exhaustion where the artist ends up working 7 days a 
week, half to be able to pay its bills and the other half in its art work - which even 
when booked for performances and exhibition is often underpaid or not paid at all. 
with a minimum income - something similar to what exists in belgium or france - 
artists would have the opportunity to have social security and be fully applied to their 
profession 

I think everyone should receive some kind of minimum income. 

No.Tozo does subtract additional income on top of the Tozo, this means it is worthless 
for those with additional art practitioner costs; Studio, material, investing in exhibition 
works, office costs and so on. Better would be a yearly fund for artists who are 
enlisted in Kvk and do have low tax. 

Yes, to create basic conditions for artists to keep on doing what they need to do and 
generate a strong economy among the artists, nourishing art creation and healing 
artists from psychological neoliberal diseases. 

Yes, absolutely! It is unproductive, unrealistic and unartistic to force creatives to 
survive according to the principles of cut-throat free-market capitalism; it results in a 
thoroughly unrepresentative monoculture of individualistic, shallow work. 
Furthermore, the internet and digital streaming/distribution have robbed many of their 
traditional income streams. There are so few good and well paid positions left in the 
arts. Artists need to be supported by the state at this time, otherwise they cannot do 
their job properly. 



yes! It would give a more fair stability and possibility to invest into research and work 
without having to constantly search and apply for fundings or residency - which is 
already a corrupted and difficult system as it depends on many factors that are often 
out of our hands or 'merit' (having a certain number of shows, partners and co-
production house - there are not enough production houses!!) and that demands 
already clear ideas of production (how can we have clear idea for productions when 
we don't have the possibility to research and invest on our artistic practice?). Many of 
us are left out if one does not comply with the production based system. 

Yes! At certain points of your career you need to invest in your professionalisation. 
Sometimes you cannot immediately earn money, because of the need to experiment. 
There is no standard format for being an artist and in most cases you have to be a 
freelancer, so you have to sort a lot of things out for yourself. But that sometimes can 
take time. If you can't invest, can't research, can't build up and can't have the time 
and focus on the (preparing and investing) work that has to be done in order to do the 
artistic work, because of the immediate pressure of money making, you can never 
really build up that career 

I did not pursue a life in the arts because I wanted to earn a fortune, I pursued this 
life because I believe that the arts are essential to people's mental health and a well 
functioning society. If I can live with art in my life, and help bring more art into the 
life of others then I am happy. With TOZO I have been able to be share my creativity 
with others more often as I have not been tied down to a part time job to pay my 
rent.The artists in our society, need to be integrated artistically in our society, I 
believe allowing more artists to put more time into creating and sharing art can only 
enrich the lives of our society here in the Netherlands. 

Yes because cultural practice is often unsustainable. The full potential of a project can 
never be fully realized so we can never reap the benefits (financially as well as 
artistically). The cost of living makes full time artistic practice impossible. 

———————————————————————————————————————————- 






